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1. Introduction

Sincethe introductionof thefirst microprocessor,thecomputationneedsof theworld and

the resourcesavailable to microprocessordesignershave changedvastly. In the 1970s,the

challengewas to packas muchfunctioning in to a pieceof silicon die as possible,sincesilicon

area was precious.

A decadelater silicon areawasno longerexpensiveor precious,andcomputerdesigners

experimentedwith pipelining,caching,out of orderexecutionandothertechniquestheyborrowed

from supercomputerarchitectures. Today,most processorsrely on pipelining and superscalar

techniquesto exploit instruction-levelparallelism(ILP). Pipelinedprocessorsoverlapinstructions

in time on commonexecutionresources. Superscalarprocessorsoverlapexecutionin spaceon

separateresources. Performancegain that can be obtainedfrom parallelismobtainedusing

pipelinesand superscalarsis hitting its limits. For example,a four stagepipeline overlapsthe

executionof four instructions,but it falls shortof a 4x performance boost. The problemarises

when the pipeline stalls. Stalls are resultsof datahazards(datadependencies),control hazards

(changesin the programflow) and structuralhazards(hardwareresourceconflicts) all of which

decreasepipeline efficiency. Hardware scheduledsuperscalarsare already reaching their

performance and complexity limits and cannot scale indefinitely.   

With the advancesin manufacturingtechnologiesit is possibleto obtainfastercomputers

usingdifferentarchitectures.TheRawArchitectureWorkstation(Raw) is a simple,wire-efficient

architecturethat scaleswith increasingVLSI gate densities. The project'sgoal is to achieve

performancethat at worst equalsthe performancethat can be obtainedby scaling an existing

architecture,but that canachievesignificantly (ordersof magnitude)betterperformancefor some

applications in which the compiler can discover and statically schedule fine-grain parallelism.

Theprojectaimsto achieveits goalsby implementinga highly parallelVLSI architecture.

This approachaims to fully allocateresourcesfor eachapplicationby exposingthe low-level
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detailsof the hardwarearchitectureto the compiler so that the compiler can determinethe best

allocation of resources. 

A raw processoris a chip containinga 2-D meshof identicaltiles. Thetiles areconnected

to their nearestneighborsby thedynamicandstaticnetworks. To programtheRawprocessorone

programseachof the tiles. Each tile hasa processor,a static switch processorand a dynamic

router. The tile processorhasa 32-bit MIPS instructionsetwith slight modifications,whereasthe

switch processorhasa MIPS-like instructionset that containsonly branches,movesand jumps.

Eachswitch processorinstruction also hasa route component,which specifiesthe transferof

valueson the static network betweenthat switch and its neighboringswitches. The dynamic

router runs independently and is under direct control of the user.

TheRawChip wasimplementedin collaborationwith IBM usingIBM's SA-27Eprocess.

This process features 6 layers of Cu interconnect, and a 0.12 micron effective channel width.

An evaluationboard for the raw chip hasbeendesigned,that containsthe raw chip, 4

FPGA(Field ProgrammableGateArrays),someexternalmemoryanda PCI bus. Theevaluation

boards are being manufactured and are expected to be completed in early January 2003.

2. Project Description

Using the evaluationboard built, I will be designing and implementing a low-level

ethernetcontrollerandinterfacemoduleof a one-gigabitethernetpacketprocessor(router). The

rest of the project, which involves packet forwarding and networking algorithms, will be

implemented by Oskar E. Bruening, who will also be working for Prof. Agarwal. 

A one-gigabit ethernet packet processoris a very suitable application to test the

performanceof the raw processorand the evaluationboard as the input data streamis high
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bandwidth, and will be primarily used as a demo, a proof of concept showing the capabilities of the

new evaluation board and the raw processor.

My part is to build an ethernet controller that can send and receive ethernet packets

using the raw evaluation board as a basis. The ethernet controller is a piece of hardware that

allows the interfacing of some hardware unit to an ethernet network. The ethernet controller will

interface the part built by Oskar Bruening to complete the router, therefore it will interface heavily

with the raw chip and surrounding FPGAs. The ethernet controller module needs to include a

media access control (MAC) module, a centralized controller, a 10 Base T transreceiver and

Manchester encoder/decoder module, and a PCI interface module to provide basic functionality of

sending, receiving IP (Internet protocol) or UDP packets. The ethernet controller unit could be

controlled through its interface to the PCI bus. The detailed functionality of the modules of the

ethernet controller are as follows.

The MAC module handles all aspects of ethernet frame transmission and reception,

including collision generation, preamble generation and detection, CRC (cyclic redundancy check)

generation and test.

The centralized controller module controls all of the other modules of the ethernet

controller. It accepts commands through the PCI bus and acts accordingly. The controller can

send, receive or discard the packages it receives. The centralized controller unit also interfaces

with the main memory of the module storing necessary state information.

The transceiver and Manchester encoder/decoder module will provide filtering,

preprocessing of the input bit stream (from ethernet jack RJ45) before passing it to the centralized

controller unit. The preprocessing involves Manchester decoding of the input data stream if the

controller is receiving a packet and encoding if the controller is sending packet over the ethernet.

During the design and implementation of these modules described above, the FPGAs on

the Raw evaluation board and one or more of the tiles on the raw processor will be used in order to

exploit the implicit parallelism in the task of processing packets. During the design of the module,
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especially the 10BASET transceiver, some external off the shelf hardware might be incorporated.

These separate parts might be gathered on a printed-circuited board that mounts on the PCI bus of

the evaluation. 

With the use of the Raw processor and evaluation board, the ethernet controller to be

designed will hopefully show an improved performance.

3. Project Milestones

It is the wisest strategy to design hardware systems for iteration. Therefore I will tend to

use this strategy, and design a preliminary system before the end of Spring 2003. This

preliminary design will probably not implemented in full scale but will be implemented partially

and/or simulated in its entirety. This is the period in which the actual thesis proposal will be

produced. 

Then during the summer of 2003, I will perform tests on my initial design and iterate on it

in order to finalize my design. In this period, it will also be wise to order any piece of hardware I

will need for the completion of the project. This might involve sending a PCB layout to a

production plant in addition to ordering regular parts from hardware vendors. 

In Fall 2003, I will implement the integration of hardware and software, and perform basic

testing of the system. In IAP of 2003, I will fix any errors that were brought to daylight through

testing (hopefully, there will not be too many errors to fix.)

In Spring 2004, the system integration will be carried out in order to produce a

fully functional end product, a one-gigabit ethernet router. I will also complete my thesis

during Spring term 2004.
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4. Resources Required

The most important resource that I will need is the Raw processor evaluation board. As

these boards are still manufactured, I might need to use a simulator at early stages until the board is

available. Also, since the evaluation boards will be shared with other people who are working on

other projects, the time on evaluation boards is another crucial resource that I will need.

Apart from that, I might need to order some hardware which might not be readily

available. The other resources I will need, are knowledge about the evaluation board, the raw

processor instruction set and any other skills that I will need to learn in order to complete the

project.

5. Technical Risks

There are not many technical risks in this project. There is an Error #42 though, the

completion of the project depends on successful implementation of the evaluation board. Luckily,

the evaluation boards are scheduled to be completed very early in the plan (in January 2003). This

will probably give me enough time to do changes should the evaluation board have some

problems.

6. What's next

I will start getting more acquainted with the research group and the research area. I will

start working for the project as a UROP student in IAP, and I will continue the UROP work

throughout Spring 2003. During IAP and Spring 2003, I will experiment with the evaluation board

or its simulator and try to come up with a preliminary design or at least a good idea of how things

should work before I write my thesis proposal at the end of the Spring 2003. During the summer
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of 2003, I plan to keep working as a UROP student and formalize the design of the hardware and

order any parts, PCBs that will be needed.  
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